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Summary 

Volumetrics calculation is the key operation after performing time to depth conversion. It provides a 
measurement of the volume of reserves that can be expected in a reservoir. This process involves various 
sources of uncertainty due to the limited quantity of hard data, the noisy seismic (particularly around faults), 
struggling to obtain the most adequate local or global anisotropy model, and finally the difficulty in finding 
the best methodology for spatialization. That is to say which algorithm to chose for estimation (i.e. 
interpolate/extrapolate) of the depth at any given XoY location in a time horizon. Further stochastic 
simulations are performed to characterize the range of uncertainty.  

Using the technology developed within the UncerTZTM research and development consortium, we are able 
to test a broad selection of approaches resulting in a wide range of results. Calculating volumes over the 
results of each of these approaches, we come to the conclusion that we can obtain significantly different 
results. The problem is further heightened by the fact that many of these approaches perform very well 
under most typical quality checking criteria. Given the economic importance of an accurate estimation for 
the reservoir volume and its uncertainty, this leads to the question of chosing the most relevant solution. In 
this article we will demonstrate the variability of the reserve volumes obtained depending on the approach, 
and discuss possible solutions for this problem. 

 

Introduction 

Depth conversion is a strongly economically oriented process. Its purpose is to remove the structural 
ambiguity in order to obtain fundamental information, such as the presence of structural traps, spill points, 
and reserves volume estimation (Etris et al, 2001). Unlike depth migration - which refers to the process of 
translating the recorded events from time to depth assuming that velocity is known (Yilmaz, 2001) - it relies 
on the use of soft-data (i.e. interpreted time horizons) and hard-data (i.e. depth at well markers) to produce 
a depth map. Given this dual nature of input data (both hard and soft), it became clear that the use of 
procedures such as Universal Kriging (Hwang & McCorkindale, 1994), Bayesian Kriging (Abrahamsen, 
1993), or Collocated Co-Kriging (Xu et al., 1992) are the most convenient solutions for conversion. These 
geostatistical methods cope with an anisotropy model (generally in the form of one or more variogram 
ellipsoids) and offer flexibility in the way the soft data is treated (external drift) allowing for customization of 
the coefficients involved (Bayesian framework). 

 

Yet for a given solution the uncertainty is bounded by the mathematical constraints of that methodology (i.e. 
Kriging variance). Methodologies such as Turning Bands Simulation (Emery, 2008), Sequential Gaussian 
Simulation (Gonzalez et al., 2006), and Direct Sequential Simulation (Soares, 2001) are indeed all able to 
perform co-kriging or collocated co-kriging, but the exploration of the uncertainty space is still limited by 
their initial configuration. That configuration can range from a sequential approach to a joint approach, or a 
direct time conversion (depth modeling), to conversion with explicit velocity (velocity modeling) among 
others. By running each of these scenarios, we can check the quality of the final estimate by means of 
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cross-validation (or other defined criteria). Yet equally reasonable results coming from different algorithms 
show drastic differences in final volumes (Chautru et al., 2018). The problem is further exacerbated when 
doing a visual analysis. Indeed, a methodology that is visually more plausible (from a structural point of 
view) might not be the one that performs better in the numerical analysis (like cross-validation or blind test). 
Similar conclusions can be drawn at global or local level: the methodology that performs best near 
particular structures (for example faults) is not necessarilly the same that accurately describes a very stable 
stratigraphy. 

 

There is no simple solution for this issue. Studying intra-uncertainty is challenging enough without 
considering the full systemic knowledge of the problem, that is to say the inter-uncertainty. This article goal 
is to put inter-uncertainty into perspective, and try to explore venues that future work might take advantage 
of. 

 

Theory and Method 

For the puporse of this article we need to understand how we use Universal Kriging, including its extension 
to the joint approach setup.When performing Universal Kriging we define the random function Z(x) as a 
composition of a drift m(x) and second order stationary random function Y(x) as follows (Wackernagel, 
2003), 
 

Z(x) = m(x) + Y(x) 
 
The drift can be represented as a linear combination of a set of deterministic functions fl with coefficients 

al: 
 

m(x) =  ∑alfl(x)

L

l=0

 

 
f0(x) = 1 

 
then the kriging estimate is given by: 
 

Z0
∗ = ∑wαZ(xα)

n

α=1

 

 
where the weights are constrained by the universality conditions (Matheron, 1971): 
 

∑wαfl(xα) = fl(x0)

n

α=1

  for  l = 0,… , L 
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We obtain the Universal kriging system introducing the Lagrange parameters μl: 
 

{
 
 

 
 
∑wβC(xα − xβ) −∑μlfl(xα)

L

l=0

= C(xα − x0)   for α = 1,… , n

n

β=1

∑wβfl(xβ) =  fl(x0)   for l = 1,… , L

n

β=1

 

 
To perform Universal co-Kriging we have to expand the previous drift hypothesis to several variables (index 
h): 
 

mh(x) =  ∑al
hfh
l (x)

L

l=0

 

 
Therefore, the co-kriging estimate (say for the first variable) is: 
 

Z0
1∗ = ∑wα

1Z1(xα)

n

α=1

+ ∑∑wβ
hZh(xβ)

b

β=1

k

h=2

 

 
Moreover, we recall that, in a joint approach setup, target variables (Zn) are cumulated thicknesses (from 
the reference surface down to surface “n”): 

Zn =∑zp
n

p=1

 

 
At each intercept along well, we can rewrite: 

Zα
n =∑θα

p
zα
p

n

p=1

 

 

Where the weighting coefficients θα
p
 are defined as follows: 

 

{
θα
p
= 1    p ≤ n

θα
p
= 0    p > n

 

 
Consequently, the estimate is: 
 

Zα
n∗ = ∑∑wαθα

p
zα
p

n

p=1

m

α=1

 

 
The new covariance terms introduced are: 
 

Cpq
h (xα − xβ) = Covariance [zα

p
, zβ
p
] 

 
N.B.: other methodological approaches for data modeling will be presented further in this article. 
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Case-Study 

N.B.: Non essential information from wells and interpreted time horizons has been modified and/or 
concealed due to confidentiality reasons. This data was provided by Neptune Energy. 

 

For this case study, 5 time horizons have been interpreted from recorded seismic data for the purpose of 
time to depth conversion. The hard-data is composed of 78 wells with only 18 to 37 of them located inside 
the time horizon area (depending on surface), namely the area for which we can cross plot time with depth 
(at the well markers), as presented in Table 1. Correlation relations can be considered strong for linear 
dependence (Pearson) and very strong for monotonic dependance (Spearman’s). 

 

Time Horizon 
Pearson 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

Spearman’s 
Rank 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

M10 0.98 0.95 

H10 0.79 0.96 

H15 0.79 0.96 

H20 0.78 0.98 

H30 0.79 0.98 
Table 1 - Pearson's and Spearman's correlation coefficient between time and depth 

at the well marker positions for all surfaces in the case study. 

A previous study performed on the same data set (Chautru et al., 2018) showed that the use of a Bayesian 
framework is beneficial for depth conversion. However, we aim to create different scenarios that we 
consider equally relevant to achieve the task. We have created a pool of scenarios, whose only differences 
are the combinations between the use of sequential and joint approaches. While enough to demonstrate 
the consequences for their final volumes calculation, it is also manageable from the data modeling point of 
view. Table 2 provides all the names used to describe each one of the scenarios. There, S represents a fully 
sequential approach, J a fully joint approach, and H an hybrid approach. For example a scenario named 

H131 implies that the first surface (M10) must be converted sequentially, the next three surfaces (H10, H15, 
H20) jointly, and the final surface (H30) sequentially again. Thus, all the supscript numbers must add up to 
5, the total number of surfaces of the case study. 

 

Approach Name Description (M10,H10,H15,H20,H30) 

Full Sequential  𝑆 All surfaces in sequential approach 

Hybrid H1211 H10 and H15 in joint approach, all other using sequential 

Hybrid H122 M10 in sequential, H10/H15 jointly, H20/H30 jointly 

Hybrid H14 M10 in sequential, all remaining using joint approach 

Hybrid H32 M10/H10/H15 in joint approach, H20/H30 in joint approach 

Hybrid H131 M10 in sequential, H10/H15/H20 jointly, H30 in sequential 

Hybrid H221 M10/H10 jointly, H15/H20 jointly, H30 in sequential 

Hybrid H23 M10/H10 jointly, H15/H20/H30 jointly 

Hybrid H113 M10 in sequential, H10 in sequential, H15/H20/H30 jointly 

Full Joint J All surfaces in a single joint approach 

Table 2 - Pool of ten scenarios we consider equiprobable for the depth conversion of this case study. 
The only difference between them are the combinations of sequential and joint approach. 
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Note that the only difference between scenarios stands in the combination. All of them are being converted 
using depth modeling, where the time surface is the drift (direct time to depth conversion, or conversion 
with implicit velocity). Table 3 summarises the definition of the scenarios. Each “Set” can have one or more 
surfaces. If a Set has only one suface then it will be converted using the sequential approach. Otherwise, if 
a Set has more than one surface, those will be converted using the joint approach. Also we always 
consider the last surface of a “Set” as the reference for the next “Set”. The exception being the first “Set” 
(which must include the very first surface) whose reference is always the SRD value. 

 

Surface 𝑆 H1211 H122 H14 H32 H131 H221 H23 H113 J 

M10 Set 1 Set 1 Set 1 Set 1 

Set 1 

Set 1 
Set 1 Set 1 

Set 1 

Set 1 

H10 Set 2 
Set 2 Set 2 

Set 2 
Set 2 

Set 2 

H15 Set 3 
Set 2 

Set 2 Set 3 H20 Set 4 Set 3 
Set 3 Set 2 

H30 Set 5 Set 4 Set 3 Set 3 

Table 3 - Visual presentation of the Set configuration for the definition of which surfaces are to be converted sequentially or 
jointly. Also, notice that the reference for each Set is the last surface of the previous Set. 

It is important to acknowledge that choosing scenarios implies introducing user bias. For example, in 
most of our scenarios, the first surface is converted sequentially. This fact will therefore influence any 
conclusions we might gather from the final data. As a result, this exercise cannot be a blind production of 
scenarios, but instead a knowledgeable consideration of which ones might provide reliable results, and 
which uncertainty arises from those choices. 

 

Volumes and Morphological Differences 

All scenarios were depth converted and volumes were calculated for each of their layers, using an area 
(defined by a polygon) known to represent a zone of interest. This polygon in no way attempts to represent 
a specific reservoir in the case study but instead describes an area where morphology is of particular 
importance in the final volumes. Figure 1 presents a diagram of these objects together with the profile that 
will be used for morphological comparison. 
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Figure 1 - Illustration of a generic time horizon overlapped with the polygon used to compute volumes and the profile used for 

morphology comparison (top view).On the right is represented a depth profile (side view) with some of the key faults present in 
the system. 

 

As presented in Table 4, the volume computation for each of the scenarios produce significantly different 
values. Volumes are highlighted per layer. The full sequential scenario (𝑆) is used as the reference 
column for comparison (in cubic meters). The other columns present the difference in percentage to this 
reference column. All percentages have been rounded up to the closest integer. 

 

Layer/Method 𝑆 
(. 108𝑚3) 

H1211 
(%) 

H122 
(%) 

H14 
(%) 

H32 
(%) 

H131 
(%) 

H221 
(%) 

H23 
(%) 

H113 
(%) 

J 
(%) 

M10-H10 400,5 +4 +4 +3 +10 +4 +9 +9 0 +9 

H10-H15 24,5 -21 -21 -7 -5 -15 -72 -69 +32 -5 

H15-H20 139,2 -8 -20 -27 -46 -25 -44 -44 -29 -32 

H20-H30 70,6 0 0 7 -3 0 -24 +4 +7 +3 
Table 4 - Table of the volumes for all layers, in all scenarios. The Full Sequential Scenario was used as reference for 

comparison (in cubic meters). The other columns present the difference from this reference in percentage. 

It is quite clear that the variability of volumes depends on scenario. This is particularly true for surfaces that 
are more affected by the different combinations on each scenario, as well as by the differences in their 
references (prior surfaces), which have consequences on their own conversions. Figure 2 shows a visual 
comparison of a unique profile for various conversion scenarios. The presence and/or absence of certain 
features is noticeable, implying significant changes in morphology dependent data (such as the existence 
of spill points). While sequential conversions tend to have more exageratted features, the joint approaches 
are far more conservative. In some areas, the apparent stability of the joint approach is beneficial, since the 
stratigraphy seems to be more reasonable, clearly presenting layers with little noise among them. On the 
other hand, in some of the scenarios, some of the minor faults seem almost absent. 
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Figure 2 - Side view plot of a single profile for all depth conversion scenarios. 

Some of the fault locations have been highlighted to facilitate comparison. 
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Data Modeling and Discussion 

Unless reality is known, measuring the accuracy of the scenarios is a difficult exercise and is subject to a 
lot of speculative considerations. Nevertheless, if we consider that all scenarios are equiprobable, the 
behaviour of the probability density distribution (later expressed as “pdf”) proves to be an useful tool. For 
example, by extracting a value representative of the area where data is clustered, we obtain something 
akin to a measurement of the “best agreement” between scenarios. A representative value like this is 
bound to be interpreted, since the pdf of the data can be complex (for example a multi-model distribution 
would have more than one representative value for “agreement”). 
 
Given the simplicity of the calculation, the use of statistical indicators - such as arithmetic mean or 
absolute deviation - are widely used, although quite weak. The breakdown point of the arithmetic mean is 
zero since - should we add any arbitrarily large number into our dataset (i.e. outlier) - we will obtain a 
contaminated representative value. The median is safer and widely considered as one of the most robust 
estimates (Rousseeuw & Croux, 1993), but it tends to deviate from the central tendency in asymmetrical 
pdf’s. The mode (Figure 3) - being the most typical value in a distribution - is the most intuitive measure 
of central tendency (Bickel, 2010).  
 

 
Figure 3 - Illustration of data density and its probability density function. 
The mode appears as a red line, and the median as a dotted black line. 

There are many ways to compute the mode, each with its own caveats. For example, we can perform 
Kernel Density Estimation over our data and extract the point(s) of derivative zero. The estimator is given 
by (Parzen, 1962): 
 

𝑓ℎ̇(𝑥) =  
1

𝑛ℎ
∑𝐾(

𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖
ℎ

)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 
where ℎ is the bandwidth (Silverman, 1982) or a smoothing parameter, 𝑛 the number of samples, and 𝐾 
the kernel function (i.e. Gaussian). The problem with this approach is the need for user input specific for 
each estimation, namely the kernel and the bandwidth. If we were to compute this indicator per cell in our 
case study, any attempt at automatization would be severely be jeopardized. Thus, for the purpose of 
this article, we have chosen the “half-sample” mode, whose algorithm can be summarized in the 
following steps (Bickel, 2010): 
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1. Find the smallest sample interval containing 𝑛 2⁄  points from the sample. That is, obtain index 𝑗1 

for which 𝑥𝑗1−𝑛 2⁄ −1 − 𝑥𝑗1 is the least with 1 ≤ 𝑗1 ≤
𝑛
2⁄ . 

2. Considering the data only in that interval find the smallest interval containing 𝑛 4⁄  points. That is, 

the index  𝑗2 for which 𝑥𝑗2−𝑛 4⁄ −1 − 𝑥𝑗2 is the least with 𝑗1 ≤ 𝑗2 ≤
𝑛
4⁄ + 𝑗1. 

3. Continue this procedure until only 2 points remain, 𝑥𝑗𝑚 and 𝑥𝑗𝑚+1. 

4. Finally, the mode is the average of those values, �̂� = (𝑥𝑗𝑚 + 𝑥𝑗𝑚+1)/2. 

 
To illustrate this procedure, we have computed the mode for all profile locations of the surface H20 (see 
Figure 2). For comparison, the composite line was also computed, whose mean absolute deviation from 
a reference was minimized (deviation scenario). The algorithm to achieve this second indicator is the 
following: 
 

1. For each cell, extract the depth values for all scenarios. 
2. For each depth value (𝑆𝑅) calculate its mean deviation to all other depth values:   

𝐷𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ =  
1

𝑛
∑|𝑆𝑅 − 𝑆𝑖|

𝑛

𝑖=0

 

3. Obtain the minimum mean deviation from and use the value of the respective scenario: 

𝑃𝑥𝑦 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {𝐷𝑖
𝑥𝑦̅̅ ̅̅ ̅, … , 𝐷𝑘

𝑥𝑦̅̅ ̅̅ ̅} 

 

Figure 4 presents the realization of both algorithms along the same profile of the surface H20. Although 
the mode tends to be more jagged than the scenario deviation based algorithm, the results are quite 
similar. 

 

 
Figure 4 - Plot of all scenarios for a given profile of surface H20. The mode line appears in a wide white, and the scenario 

deviation based line in wide red.The bottom reference colored rectangle indicates which scenario is being chosen at any given 
location by the scenario deviation based algorithm. 

 
By applying the same algorithm (scenario deviation based) to the full study area for all surfaces, we 
obtain classification maps (Figure 5). The first surface is highly biased towards the sequential approach, 
since 6 of the 10 scenarios used this approach for this surface. But the case study becomes more 
interesting for the deeper surfaces, where the scenarios present a higher variability. There, the 
classification does not seem arbitrary. There are definite structures reproduced in the classifications, 
which seem coherent with the known structural zones in the case study. In some cases, such as H20, 
the prevalence of one or more scenarios at one side - of at least one of the major faults - is evident. 
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Figure 5 - Color classification by scenario for each horizon, per pixel, for the Scenario deviation algorithm. The color represents 

the scenario with whose deviation is the least from all other scenarios (closeness of agreement). 

The same can be performed for the mode algorithm, where the scenario closest to the mode per cell will be 
used as final classification (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 - Color classification by scenario for each horizon, per pixel, for the Mode classification algorithm. The color represents 

the scenario with whose deviation from the mode is the least from all other scenarios (closeness to mode). 
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Althought the results are different (we will not comment or compare quality) the conclusions are similar. 
There are visible structures in the classification. The major classified scenarios, however, have changed. 
Also, the structures using this methodology seem to be bigger. 

 

At this point - and without further research into the subject - we are reluctant in suggesting a procedure to 
deal with systemic uncertainty and take advantage of the pool of results from different methodologies. We 
can only speculate that building composite images from different methods is feasible, since the agregation 
seems to be structural in nature. Yet, such an image would necessarilly break imposed rules (such as 
variograms), and be prone to artefacts. Perhaps, a good solution would be to use this information in a final 
step of Depth calibration, that is to say using the composite depths as external drift to depth conversion, or 
use this or similar classification technique to reduce the pool of plausible scenarios. But this calls for more 
tests. 

 

Conclusions 

In this article we have shown that: 

• Different - but equally reliable - methodological approaches can produce very different final 
reservoir volumes, 

• Those different methodologies - namely the use of sequential and joint approaches in depth 
conversion - produce different morphological features, 

• A classification system based in closeness of agreement between different methodologies seems to 
be structural in nature. The same can be said about the closeness to the mode. 

• An eventual possibility of using composite information to build a final depth model. 
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